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CHAPTERV

CONCLUSION

This chapter presents the conclusion of the analysis of the data that has

been discussed in the previous chapter. The writer divides this chapter into two

parts. The first part is dealing with the conclusion of the discussion of the

previous chapter. Meanwhile, the other part is taking care of the suggestion that is

certainly based on the discussion ofthe analysing data, as well.

5.1 Conclusion

After accomptishing the discussion of The Book of Solomon, the writer

would like to conclude that the author tends to use the imagery, metaphor, simile,

apostrophe, personification, overstatement, and symbol. Meanwhile, the writer

can say that the tone ofthe author is affectionate, full oflove, so that the readers

may catch the meaning of The Songs that refer directly to them. ln this condition,

the author voices private thoughts to the readers. The Songs are not intended to

address to someone in particular. The writer can say that the author wants to

involve the readers individually in experiencing The Songs.

Based on the analysis of the First Song, the writer found sixteen times of

imagery, simile five times, symbol fourteen times, metaphor once, personification

once, and apostrophe also once. The writer can conclude that the theme and the

messaqe that the author wants to reveal are that admiration and love between men
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and women are universal experiences of mankind. Human beings would feel and

realizethalthey are naturally interested in, and then falling in love.

Admiration is different from love. Nevertheless, admiration and love have

a very close reciprocal relationship. Admiration is the beginning of love lt is

usually extemal and referring to a certain object. Yet, admiration is quite

important and influential since it gives certain impression on someone. In short,,

the writer can assume admiration as a seedling seed that has to be proliferated

because it has less meaning if it is not brought to love. Love will never grow and

blossom in human's heart if there is not admiration of something. Love that

ignores and omits this substance would no longer last. Admiration and love have

great influence on human's life. That is why man should keep those two feelings

in lostering and maintaining.

The second theme and message to be conveyed are matters of longing and

existence. Admiratron and love would express a longing and desire to meet. The

person that is madly in love would always try to be close by and share his or her

feelings in intimacy and happiness. Feeling of longing can be cured only by the

presence ofthe loved one.

The feeling of longing and the presence of the lover would finally lead to

the unity of the couple. The longing that always teases the heart when someone ls

separated from the lover blended with hope and dream buried from time to time

would be obliterated in love bond. Although the meeting does not take much time,

i1 would create happiness. Meeting with the lover is an indescribable satisfaction

and a feeling of closer inttmacY.
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However, there is a big peril lurking in the dark if someone treats love

admiration and love unwell. When a man is in passion, his self-control becomes

weak. The uncontrolled longing and the meeting with the lover often make him

forget everything since the border between love and lust is extremely thin.

Meanwhile, from the discussion of the second song, that is The Sixth

Song, the writer found imagery five times, simile three times, symbol twice,

overstatement once, and metaphor once.

The theme and message that the writer could get are, first of all, love is as

strong as death, as volcano that hides hot lava. Love also has power to plunge man

into a very despicable indignity and wickedness, murder, sacrifice self-esteem and

nation welfare, and eliminate the boundaries of family and brotherhood. In fact,

love is like a sword with double edge blade, at one side, it is kind and pure,

however, on the other side, it could cause big perils.

Finally, the author also wants to explain more about loyalty and faith in

love. According to the author, loyalty and faith are absolute conditions to have

relationship with other people, especially relationship in love. Giving trust and

belief in others are values that are found in reciprocal relationship; and it has

important meaning for individual development in welcoming the future.

5.2 Suggestion

Having discussed the data of this thesis, the writer would like to address

some suggestions to:
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1. Educators

Here, the writer limits "educators" only to educators in Christian education

institutions, especially in his beloved Widya Mandala Surabaya Catholic

Universiry. The writer realizes that since The Song of Songs is taken from The

Bible, Christians' Holy Book, he cannot insist other educators outside Christian

education institutions. However, the writer still opens every chance.

The writer rvould like to suggest that the literature lecturers use the Song

of Songs to enrich the materials of teaching literature because besides having

moral values, the verses are beautiful literary lines that are worth studying.

2. Students

The Song of Songs consists of morally and religlously valuable besides

beautiful texts that are eternal. and still related to the moral condition ofteenagers

nowadays.

In line with the first suggestion, the writer limits the students to the

students of Widya Mandala Surabaya Catholic University. Hopefully, after being

taught about the values inside The Song ofSongs, then:

a. students can get good teaching about values in life, especially

moral and religious values conceming love.

b. students can understand well what the nature of love is, that is

God's gift, so that they are also to understand how to treat love

sacredly. Afterwards, they are to apply the teaching in their real

lifb by loving their boyfriend or girlfriend sacredly as well.
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